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DOES E10 PETROL POSE A THREAT TO CLASSIC CARS?
It sounds like an additive found in food but from September E10 fuel will be causing headaches for hundreds of
thousands of classic car owners. Rather than being a colouring agent or preservative, E10 is the new grade of
unleaded petrol that the British Government will introduce this autumn. And it is potentially damaging to modern
classics, classic cars and motorbikes alike.
Experts warn that the introduction of E10 is the most significant threat to old cars since the switch from leaded to
unleaded fuel. Four-star fuel was banned in Britain from 2000, on environmental grounds. It’s for similar concerns
over air pollution and CO2 emissions that E10 will be dispensed by the nation’s petrol pumps.
However, the RAC has warned owners of cars built before 2002 that they should steer clear of the new petrol.
It estimates that at least 600,000 vehicle owners will be affected. For those drivers, it is likely to mean increased
fuel bills, costly vehicle maintenance or, for those that fail to take action, damage to cherished cars.
What is E10?
Petrol in the UK already contains up to five percent bio-ethanol. You may have noticed as much; the labelling on
unleaded pumps changed to E5 in 2019. But from September E10 will become the new standard with up to ten per
cent bio-ethanol in the blend. Produced from crops such as sugar beet bi-ethanol isn’t a fossil fuel and is renewable.
What’s the problem for classic cars?
Although many cars run on E5 without significant problems, doubling the amount of ethanol in the fuel can cause
a variety of issues in older cars. Ethanol is hygroscopic, which means that it absorbs water from the atmosphere.
And that water, in turn, finds its way into your car. It can lead to condensation in fuel tanks, fuel lines and
carburettors and cause corrosion in brass, copper, lead, tin and zinc components.
As ethanol is also a solvent it can eat through rubber, plastic and fibreglass, so hoses and seals are likely to perish
more quickly because of the higher concentration of ethanol in E10. In Department for Transport tests, problems
identified included degradation to fuel hoses and seals, blocked fuel filters, damaged fuel pumps, corroded carbs,
blocked injectors and corrosion in fuel tanks. Rubber is particularly affected. The Federation of British Historic
Vehicle Clubs (FBHVC) has a list of ethanol-friendly materials that can be used as replacements.
Finally, ethanol isn’t as energy dense as petrol, which means that the fuel-air mix could be leaner and, ironically,
fuel consumption could actually be slightly higher than using E5 or ‘pure’ petrol.

How many cars are affected?
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Although new cars sold in the UK since 2011 have had to be E10 compatible, the Society of Motor Manufacturers
and Traders has estimated almost 8 per cent of petrol-engined vehicles here are not compatible with E10.
The RAC suggests that up to 600,000 cars on the road aren’t compatible with the new fuel. And it’s not just
historic vehicles that are affected. Anyone owning a car made before 2002 is advised not to use E10 – and it can
even affect cars made up until 2011. That’s a good number of so-called modern classic cars, in addition to classic
models.
What is the alternative to using E10 fuel?
The good news is that super unleaded is set to remain at the E5 standard for five more years after the introduction
of E10, according to the PRA. And most E5 currently only actually contains 2-3 per cent ethanol anyway. The bad
news is that it costs more – typically 15 pence per litre. So each time you fill up it could cost you an extra £6-10.
What can I do to protect my classic car?

Guy Lachlan, MD of Classic Oils, says classic car owners could face costly preventative maintenance. “You’ve
either got to use fuel with no ethanol or change the materials that don’t like it,” warns Lachlan.“If you are in any
doubt about your rubber fuel lines, change them. Get rid of your fibreglass petrol tank and install an aluminium
one. The other thing ethanol really doesn’t like is solder. If you are running a soldered float in your carburettor still
then think about carrying a spare – they’re generally quite easy to change.”Experts have also warned that even
modern classics with turbocharged engines could be impacted by the switch.
Will E10 cause problems for cars in storage?
When it comes to storing your car, if it is older than 1996 and doesn’t have a catalytic converter, you can use a
lead replacement additive such as Castrol’s Classic Valvemaster, which can help prevent corrosion as it also
contains an ethanol stabiliser. It’s endorsed by the Federation of British Historic Vehicle Clubs. For modern
classics there are catalyst-friendly additives available such as Millers Ethanol Protection Additive or Lucas Oil
Ethanol Fuel Conditioner, but your best advice is to check with the vehicle manufacturer or an owners club.
The other option is to make sure that you don’t give the ethanol a chance to absorb water from the air by filling the
tank fully, sealing it, or conversely, fully draining it before storage.
Derek
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Triumph and MG Weekend

After MG Live got cancelled again, the Triumph owners clubs contacted the MGCC to invite MG owners to join
them at their event at the Three Counties Showground at the foot of the Malvern Hills. A three day event with
Register parking, and included arena displays, live bands, autosolos, drinks tent and sales stalls.
We arrived on the Friday, with not many cars there however the Saturday the site was awash with MGs and
Triumphs of all shapes and sizes.
The event celebrated a few anniversaries; 90 years of the Triumph Super 9, 60
years of the TR4, Herald 1200 and the MG Midget and 40 years of the Triumph
Acclaim (the latter I learned to drive in). More recent anniversaries were 20 years
of the MG ‘Zeds’ and 10 years of the MG6.
We were invited to take part in the arena with our ZS to show MG cars 1990 and
beyond.
There were lots of people camping, which was categorised into three sections,
noisy, chatty and quiet camping. You wouldn’t get me in a tent so B & B for us!
It was 20odd mins away from the showground but it was a nice drive through the
Malvern countryside.
Whether MG and Triumph will join forces for an event next year is to be decided,
but everyone agreed that it was a success and it wouldn’t be a bad idea for next
year. The Triumph event next year is being held in Staffordshire so a bit closer to
home.

Bev
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Our trip to Rutland Water
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We met at the White Horse at 11:00am, and 9 cars left, with hoods down, about 11:15am on the 35 mile journey
to Rutland Water.
The weather was reasonable, not hot, alternating between sun and cloud, but most importantly dry. The route took
us through Cosby, Countesthorpe, Kibworth and Oakham before arriving at Whitwell on the north shore.
We were lucky when we got there, in that, even though it was fairly busy, we were able to park the MGs in one
line facing the water. It was now lunchtime so out came the chairs and tables and we sat around eating and
chatting.
After lunch Linda and I got out a children's plastic cricket
set which we bought last year after having had some fun
with John and Glenise's set at Foxton. We quickly
abandoned the wickets and played French cricket. Colin
couldn't (or wouldn't) keep his feet still and he should have
been red carded (if they do that in cricket), but I don't think
anybody had got one so he got away with it. There were
more dropped catches than, err..err...well there were lots of
them anyway. The best one was when Derek fell over
running backwards and missed the ball completely. I'm not
sure who won, or even if there are winners at French
cricket, but it was a lot of fun.
Cricket matches are often abandoned due to poor light or
rain, but this one stopped, as Derek put it, for an oxygen
break.
We were lucky the weather held for us, and we had a great
day out.

Stuart and Linda
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MotoFest 2021

It was a damp Sunday morning the 8th of August that 5 MGs and their occupant’s met outside the chip shop in
Brinklow to attend Moto Fest in Coventry. Colin said follow me I know the way and so we arrived in the Centre
to be guided to our parking places by the organisers. There were already many different vehicles on display and
many more still arriving.
Having parked the first thing of importance food so off to the pub for breakfast at The Standard outside of which
there were cars bearing that name on display.
After refreshments some of us made our way towards the new cathedral and university with Colin and Carol
recalling their youth of living in Coventry. Outside the university there was a Riley display with models of all
ages including a Pathfinder in barnfind condition but drivable and custom made 30s replica advertising Kestrel
Beer.
We returned to the Centre (Broadgate) passing pubs and other places of Colin’s past to find many more cars and
some bikes had arrived including a few more MGs and a large immaculate white 1930s Rolls Royce complete
with white wall tyres along with a rare Armstrong Siddeley Hurricane. Sue and I walked to the motor museum
passing other displays on the way where there was a live music stage and band playing, the cars on show out front
we mostly modern BMW with a few other rare cars.
As we walked to the IKEA building from our cars we passed Hillman Imps and other rarely seen cars from the
60s through the remodelled precinct to look at the modified vehicles in the car park under the building. There
were many different types of mods a camper type van with light and sound show to put a disco hall shame, a car
with all it lights showing different colours and patterns and an MR2 with Nitros injection giving it an extra
100bhp.There was those with loud exhaust systems and body mod to name but a few. Mr Chairman had his eye
on a splitter for the front of his van.
Walking back to our cars we saw what looked like a scene from an American cop show as a number of US police
cars lights flashing and sirens wailing drove along Corporation Street with an original Ghost Busters Cadillac
following with lights ablaze.
During the afternoon it stopped
raining and warmed up so it
was time to put the hood down
for the drive home after an
interesting day out.

Alan Griffin
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Mint and Ginger Run
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It was lovely to catch up with friends when we joined the Afternoon Tea Run, we have not been very active with
events due to family commitments, and I nearly forgot Birthday celebrations for me and they continue too ..........
Five cars left the White Horse, all set up with a tulip guide. All went well for the first couple of instructions,
then the driver knew better than the navigator and a wrong turning but to make things better some cars did!!!
Not sure if we are rusty but it went downhill from
there. Good old google maps to the rescue and with
Derek , Val, Melvyn and Jim, we carried on. Derek
saw the sign for Mint and Ginger but we carried on
with Melvyn and Jim and went full circle but
eventually made it! A worthy cup of tea was needed
and we were joined by Nicky and Graham who was
recovering from his surgery but managed a slice of
Victoria sponge, good for recuperation. A good old
catch up was had and the world put to right. The
clouds were gathering so homewards bound, chasing
the clouds which were rather threatening but being
true MG’ers were carried on in the rain with the hood
down. Well done to Linda, Stuart, Carol and Colin
who made it to the tea rooms first. Thank you to
Nicky and Graham for arranging.
Gillian and Michael
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South Leicester Monthly Meetings
Membership open to all, so why not come along and meet like-minded people and enjoy the magic of the
marque.
We meet on the first Tuesday of each month at the White Horse Inn, Station Road, Broughton Astley,
Leicestershire. Family membership is £10.00 p/a, payable in January. For further details contact the
Secretary.
Meetings are held from 7.30pm with members forum 8pm.
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Deadline for next Torque is 22nd October 2021
Send your articles to Gillian - mgricketts@btinternet.com
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